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U N lT e Solving Equations

List of Objectives

To determine if a given number is a solution of an equation

To solve an equation of the form x * a = b

To solve an equation of the forrn ax = b

To solve an equation of the form ax I b = c

To solve application problems

To solve an equation of the form ax * b : cx * d

To solve an equation containing parentheses

To solve application problems

To translate a sentence into an equation and solve

To solve application problems
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SECTION 1 Introduction to Equations

1.1 Objective To determine if a given number is a solution of an equation

An equation expresses the equality of

two mathematical expressions. The

expressions can be either numerical
or variable expressions.

The equation at the right is true
if the variable is rePlaced bY 5.

The equation is false if the
variable is replaced bY 7.

ber, -3.

Step 2 Evaluate the numerical expressions
using the Order of Operations Agree-
ment.

Step 3 Compare the results. lf the results are

equal, the given number is a solution. lf

the results are not equal, the given

number is not a solution.

9 + 3 : 12

3x-2-10
y2+4-2y-1
z-9

x + 8 = 13

5 -p B = 13 A true equation

7 + B = 13 A false equation

4( -3) +
_12 +

6=6

Yes, -3 is a solutton
of the equation
4x+18-x2-3.

A solution of an equation is a number which, when substituted for the variable, results

in atrue equation. 5 isasolution of theequationx + 8 =13. 7 isnotasolution of

theequationx*8=13,

ls -3 a solution of the equation 4x * 18 = x2 - 3?

Step 'l Replace the variable by the given num- 4x+18-x2-3
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18 (-3)2 - 3

18 I 9 - 3

Example f fsf asolution of

12x-2=6x+2?
Solution 12x-2-6x+2

Example Z tsf, a solution of

5-4x=Bx+2?
Your solution

n@-z
'B-2

6

o(f) + z

4+2
6

Yes,f,isasolution.
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Example 3 ls -4 a solution of
4+5x-x2-2x?

Sofution _4+5x:x2-2x
q + 5(a)1;+r'- XJ
4 + (-20) ro - r-ei

-16 + 24 (l means is

not equal to)

No, -4 is not a solution.

Example4 ls5 asolution of
10x-x2=3x-10?

Your solution

€
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1.2 Objective To solve an equation of the form x I a : b

To solve an equation means to find a solution of the equation. The simplest equation
to solve is an equation of the form variable = constant, since lhe constant is the
solution.

lf x = 5, then 5 is the solution of the equation,

The solution of the equation shown at
the right is 7.,

since 5 - 5 is a true equation.

x+2-g 7 +2:9

Note that if 4 is added to each side
of the equation, the soluiion is still 7.

lf -5 is added to each side of the
equation, the solution is still 7.

This illustrates the Addition Property of Equations

Addition Property of Equations

The same number can be added to each side of
an equation without changing the solution of
the equation.

This property is used in solving equations. Note
the effect of adding, to each side of the equation
shown above, the opposite of the constant term
2. After simplifying each side of the equation, the
equation is in the form variable : constant.The
solution is the constant.

x+2*4=9+4
x16:13 7 a6:13

x+2+(-5):9+(-5)
w Q-A 7 Q-tA-Q_aI-J:+

lf a - b, then a * c = b + c.

vt)-O/\ | 4 
- 

V

x+2+(-2)=9+(-2)
x+0:7

X:7
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The solution is 7.

ln solvtng an equation, the goal is to rewrite the given equation in the form variable =
constant. The Addition Property of Equations can be used to rewrite an equation
in this form. The Addition Property of Equatrons is used to remove a term from
one side of an equation by adding the opposite of that term to each side of the
equation.
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Solve: y-6=9

The goal is to rewrite the equation in the form variable = constant.

Step '1 Add the opposite of the constant
term -6 to each side of the equa-
tion. (Addition Property of Equa-
tions)

Step 2 Simplify using the Addition Prop-
erty of lnverses and the Addition
Property oI Zero. Now the equa-
tion is in the form variable -
constant.

Step 3 Write the solution.

87

y-6=9
y-Of6=9+O

-----------
Lt_o__:::i

y-15

The solution is 15.

Check: y-6=9
15 - 6 = 9

Do this step
mentally.

9:9 Atrue
equation
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Example5 Solve: "++:-t ExampleG Solve: L=*-?
Solutlon ,++=-t Yoursolution

,++*(-+) =-it(-+)
13n - -7t

The solution ir - #

1.3 Objective To solve an equation of the form ax = b

The solution of the equation shown at the
right is 3. Note that if each side of the
equation is multiplied by 5, the solution is

2x =6
5.2x = 5,6

10x = 30

2,3 =6

10'3 = 30

-8.3 - -24

still 3,

lf each side of the equation is multiplied (-4).2x = (-4).6
by -4, the solution is still 3. -Bx - -24
This illustrates the Multiplication Property of Equations.

Multiplicatlon Property ol Equations

Each side of an equation can be multiplied by
the same non-zero number without changing
the solution of the equation.

ll a = b and c # 0, then ac = bc.
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This property is used in solving equations. Note the
efJect oJ multiplying each side of the equation shown
above by the reciprocal of the coefficient 2. Af[er
simplifying each side of the equation, the equation is
in the form variable : constant. The solution is the
constant.

2x=6
L. zx
2

1x

x

= 1.6
2

-2
_e

4x =6
L.4x = 1 ,G
44

i; -ql Do this step
l'"-4i menraily.

The solution is |.

r-6-3^-4-2

o(*) = u

6=6
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Check: 4x =6

A true
equation

ExampleT Solve: T=-g ExampleS Solve: -?=U

Solution 9I - -g Your solution
4

+.i-: f r_or l? = ?"]
X=-12

The solution is -12.

Example 9 Solve: 5x - 9x = 12 Example 10 Solve: 4x - Bx = 16

Sofution 5x - 9x : 12 Combine like Your solution

-4x = 12 terms.

(i)r-u> = (-|)rrzr
X: -3

The solution is -3.

os$
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6

tr-,iJbl: F;;;l
The solution is 3.

ln solving an equation, the goal is to rewrite the given equation in the form variable -
constant. The Multiplication Property of Equations can be used to rewrite an equation
in this form. The Multiplication Property of Equations is used to remove a coefficient
from one side of an equation by multiplying each side ol the equation by the
reciprocal of the coefficient.

Solve: 4x = 6

The goal is to rewrite the equation in the form variable = constant.

Step 1 Multiply each side of the equation by
the reciprocal of the coefficient 4.
(Multiplication Property of Equations)

Step 2 Simplify using the Multiplication Prop-
erty of Reciprocals and the Multiplica-
tion Property oi One. Now the equa-
tion is in the form variable =
constant.

Step 3 Write the sotution.
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1.1 Exercises
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1. ls 4 a solution of
2x :8?

ls -2 a solution ol
3a-4-10?

7. ls 5 a solution of
2x+5-3n

10. ls 0 a solution of
4-3b-4-5b?

13. ls 3 a solution of
z2+1-4+3fl

16. ls -2 a solution of
m2-4-m+3?

19. ls 4 a solution of

x(x+1)-x2+5?

22. ls ] a solution of

4ya1=3?

lslasolutionof
2n+2:5n-1?

2. ls 3 a solution of

Y*4=7?

5. ls 1 a solution of
4-2m=3?

ls4asolutionof
3y-4:2fl

11. ls -2 a solution of
4-2n-n+10?

14. ls 2 a solution of
2x2-1-4x-1?

17. ls 5 a solution of
x2+2x *1=
(x + 1)2?

ls3asolutionof

2a(a-l)=3a+3?

29. ls f, a solution of

5m+1 -10m-3?

3. ls -1 a solution o{

2b-1=3?

ls2asolutionof
7 -3n=2?

ls0asolutionof
4a+5-3a+5?

12. ls -3 a solution of
5-m-2-2m?

15. ls -'1 a solution of
y2-1=4y+3?

18. ls -6 a solution of

@-272-
n2-4n+4?

21. t. -1 a solution of

8t+1 - -1?

24. ls I a solution of

8x-'l -12x+3?

26. ls I a solution of

5x*4-x+5?
27. It -* a solution of

3b(b - 1) :2b a 2?

trl 28. ls 2.'1 a solution

':i!!J of x2 - 4x -
x + 1.89?

29. ls 1.56 a solution
olcz-3c=
4c - 8.4864?

ls -1.8 a solution
of a(a + 1) =
2.6 - 2a?
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1.2 Exercises

Solve and check.

31. x+5=7

34. z-6-10

37. rn*9=3

40. x-6 - -5

43. a -3 - -5

46. n+1'l -1

49.9+x--3

52. t-6=-4

55. 2=x*7

58. -6=/-5

61.4:-10+b

32. Y*3=9

35. 2+a=8

38. f+12=10

41. b+7 =7

44. x-6=-3

47, 10+m=3

50. 10+y--4

53. 4 + x:10

56. -8=n*1

59. 12-3+w

62. -7=-2+x

33. 6-4-11

36. 5+x=12

39. n-5--2

42. y-5=-5

45. z*9=2

48. 8+x=5

51. b-5--3

54. 9+a=20

57. 4=m-11

60. -9-5+x

63. 13=-6+a

o
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66. , - +:+65. ,+X=-+64. r+?r=-+
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Solve and check.

67. x-?:3
FF 6s. |+r: 69. [+u=

91

2-o

75. -+:c-Z74. -g6
73. r+Z-2

CJ

70. ^++

76. d+1.3619:2.0148

78. -0.8'13+x:-1.096

77. w+2.932:4.80'1

79. -1.926*t=-1,042

81. 5.237 : -2.014 + x

1

4
7',t. b+f : 1

-a
72. x+1=1
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E to. 6.r4e : -3.108 + z

1.3 Exercises

Solve and check.

82. 5x - 15

85. 2a = -14

88. -3x : -27

91. 18 - 2t

83. 4y :28

86. -3x = 6

89. -6n = -30

92. -32 : Bw

84. 3b : -12

87. -5m - 20

90. 20 :4c

93. -56:7x

94. 8d :0 95. -5x : 0 96. 36 -- 9z
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Solve and check.

97. 35 - -5x

100. -54 : 6c

103. i=3

106.

109. -!m = 12

115. -15 -

121.

124. 7d - 4d =9

98. -64 = Ba 99. -32 - -4y

101. 49 - -7t 1O2. I =2

104. -t = 5 105.

1o7. tx :6

112. - 9 113.

108.

111. -10

114. -a = -lv

117. *=2

126. 2x-Sx=9

129. 3.47a - 7.1482

132. zft.:9.08

b^
5=o

-la=af,v:s

5x_
b

2nA-T=z1 10.

-4x _
E

-32
6 -12
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118. ?" :3 11e. t : ?,

-$x

-?, = -?

120. -|o

122. 5x + 2x = 14 123. 3n + 2n = 20

116. la = 3

125. lOy - 3y - 21

128. _7.88

6
7-

,El 127. rk = 3.25
z

2.95

130. 231m - 2.4255 131. -3.7x - 7.881
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SECTION 2 General Equations-Part I

2.1 Objective To solve an uation of the form ax * b = c

ln solving an equation of the form ax + b : c, the goal is to rewrite the equation in the
lorm variable = constant. This requires the application of both the Addition and Multi-
plication Properties of Equations.

Solve: fx-3=-7

The goal is to rewrite the equation in the form variable = constant.

Step 1 Add the opposite of the constant term -3
to each side of the equation. Then simplify. ?,-t--7

?x-s -7 +g

-4

*3=
2Y_
3
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Step 2 Multiply each side of the equation by the

reciprocal of the coefficient f,. Simptify.

Now the equation is in the form
variable = constant.

Step 3 Write the solution. The solution is -10.
-10 checks as the solution.

Exampfel Solve: 3x-7 - -5 Exampte2 Solve: Sx+7 -iO
Sofution 3x - 7 - -S your solution

3x-7*7=-5+7
3x-2

!.sx=t.z
)

A 
--;. J

The solution is f,.

Exampte3 Solve: 5=9-2x Example4 Solve: 2-11 +3x
Solution 5 :9 - 2x your solution

5+(-9)-9+(-9)-2x
-4 : -2x

(-|)r-+r = (-|)r-z.r
2:X

The solution is 2.

cttlit
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Exampfe5 Solve: 2x +4 -5x='10 Example6 Solve: x-S +4x:25
Solution 2x * 4 - 5x = 10 Combine Your solution

-3x+4=10 liketerms.

-3x+4+(-4)='101(-4)
-3x: 6

-lr-e"l = -"|ro)
X: -2

The solution is -2.
os
ci
Eo
c
B:
6o

2.2 Objective To solve application problems

Example 7 To determine the total cost of Example 8 The pressure at a certain
production, an economist uses
the equation T - U.N + F,

where f is the total cost, U is
the unit cost, N is the number
of units made, and F is the
fixed cost. Use this equation
to iind the number of units
made during a month when
the total cost was $9000, the
unit cost was $25, and the
fixed costs were $3000.

Strategy To find the number of units Your strategy
made, replace each of the
variables by their given value
and solve for N.

Solution T:U.N+f Yoursolution
9000=25N+3000

9000 - 3000 - 25N + 3000 - 3000
6000 = 25N

f .oooo = fi.zsN
240:N

The number of units made was 240.

depth in the ocean can be
approximated by the equation

P - 15 + +D, where P is the

pressure in pounds per square
inch and D is the depth in
feet. Use this equation to find
the depth when the pressure
is 45 pounds per square inch.

o
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5
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2-1 Exercises
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Solve and check.

1. 3x+1-'10 2- 4y*3:11 3. 2a-5:7

4.5m-6-9 5. 5=4x+9 6. 2=5b+12

7. 2x-5 = -11 8. 3n-7 =-19 9. '10 :4 + 3d

10. 13-9+42 11. 7 -c=9 12. 2 - x:11

13.4-3w--2 14.5-6x--13 15. 8 - 3t:2

16. 12-5x-7 17. 4a-20=O 18. 3y-9:0

19. 6+2b=0 20. 10 + 5m:0 21. -2x+5--7

22. -5d+3=-12 23. -Bx-3=-19 24, -7n=4=-25

25. -12x + 30 = -6 26. -13 - -11y + g 27. 2-7 -Sa

28. 3-11 -4n 29. -35 - -6b + 1 30. -Bx+3=-29

31. -3m-21-0 32. -5x-30:0 33. -4y + 15 : 15

34. -3x + '19 
-- 19 35. 0:14-7c 36. 0-24-Gz
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Solve and check,

37. 7x-3=3 38. By+3:7 39. 6a+5=9

42.4=5b+6

45. 9-4x=6

48. 7 - Bz:0

51. 12w+ 11 =5

54. 7 +12x=3

57. 7 -9a=4

63. sx-f=f

66. B:7d-1

69.7-9-5a

40. 3m+4-11 41.14=9x+1

43. 11 = '15 + 4n 44. 4-2-3c

46. 3r-2-0 47.9x-4=0

49. 1 -3x=0 50. 9d + 1O =7

52.6y-5=-7 53.8b-3--9

55' 9+14x:7 56. 5-6m:2

58.9=-'12c+5 59. 10: -1Bx +7

64. sv +1=l 6s. sx+f:f,

67. 8=10x-5 68. 4-7 -2w
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60. zv +t=t

62. zn -|=f;61. +a +]=f;

70. 8f + 13:3 71. 12x + 19 :3 72. -Gy + 5 = 13
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Solve and check.

73. -4x+3:9

8s. s-t* - -e

88. 17 -

91. t=!+a

74. la-3:1

86. 5+lr:3

89. g:3-+

75. lm - 1 :5

87. 17 +f;x:t

e0. s:f;+l

e3. 7 -lv:e

104. 1.42x - 3.449 = 1.308

97

76. lv++=a 77. ]n +7 =13 78. -?r*1:7

7s. -$o++= 80. |-a:t 81. {-Z=S

82. !-t:s 83. f-r:a 84. +-1r- -2

10
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92.5-

94.6a+3+2a:11 95.5y+gq2y-23 96. 7x-4-2x=6

97. 112-3-72:9 98. 2x-Ox +1 =9 99. b-8b+1--6

100. 3:7x*9-4x 101. -1 -5m+7-m 1O2.8-4n -6+3n

?=8

m 103. 0.135y +0.0257 - -0.0742
l=:J

105. 3.58 : 3.5686 * 0.076x 106. -6.54 : 1.48y - 3.062
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2.2 Application
Problems

Solve.

Use the equation v = vo + 32t, where v rs the f inal velocity of a falling object, vo is the
initial velocity, and f is the time it takes for the object to fall.

Use the equation P = 2t + 2w, where P is the perimeter of a rectangle, / is the length

of the rectangle, and w is the width of the rectangle.

1. Find the time it takes for the veloc-
ity ol a falling object to increase
from 12 ftls to 76fl/s.

3. Find the length of a rectangle
when the perimeter is 80 ft and the

width is 10 ft.

5. Find the height of a trapezoid
when the area is 35 in.2, b, is 4 in,,

and b, is 10 in.

7. Find the magnification when the
distance oJ the object from the
lens is 25 cm and the focal length
of the lens is 2.5 cm.

2. Find the time it takes for the veloc-
ity of an object to increase from
rest to 96 ftls. (Hint: initial veloc-
ity is zero.)

4. Find the width of a rectangle when
the perimeter is 100 ft and the

length is 35 ft.

6. Find the height of a trapezoid
when b, is 5 m, b, is 9 m, and the
area is 21 m2.

8. Find the distance an object is from
the lens when the magnification is
10 and the focal length of the lens
is 2 cm.

10. Find the height from which an ob-
ject falls when its final velocity is

48 ftls and the object falls from
rest.

Use the equation O = I. h@1 + br), where,4 is the area of a trapezoid, h is the height

of thetrapezoid,b, isthelengthof oneof thebases,andbristhelengthof theother
base.
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Use the equation , : ? a 1 , where M is the magnif ication, Q is the distance of an

object from the lens, and f is the focal length of the lens.

Use the equation ,' - ,o' + 64s, where v is the final velocity of a falling object, vo is

the initial velocity, and s is the height from which the object falls.

Fl 9. Find the height from which an ob-
r-J ject falls when its initial velocity is

24 ftl s and its f inal velocity is

32|t/s.
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SECTION 3 General Equations-Part II

3.1 Objective To solve an equation of the forrn ax I b : cx * d

oo
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ln solving an equation of the form ax + b - cx + d, the goal is to rewrite the equation
in the form variable : constant. Begin by rewriting the equation so that there is only
one variable term in the equation. Then rewrite the equation so that there is only one
constant term.

Solve: 4x-5:6x+.l1

The goal is to rewrite the equation in the form variable = constant.

Step 1 Add the opposite of the variable 4x - 5 - 6x + 11

term 6xto each side of the equa- 4x a (-6x) - 5 - 6x 1 (-6x) 1- 1i
tion. Simplify. Nowthereisonly _2x _ 5: ll
one variable term in the equa-
tion.

Step 2 Addtheoppositeof theconstant -2x - 5 + S - 11 + S

term -5 to each side of the -2x : 16
equation. Simplify. Now there
is only one constant term in the
equation.

Step 3 Muttipty each side of the equa (- tr)f-r^l = (-|)ftol
tion by the reciprocal of the v _ _R
coefficient -2. Simplify. Now
the equation is in the form
variable = constant.

Step 4 Write the solution. The solution is -8.
-8 checks as the solution.

Examplel Solve: 4x -5 - Bx- 7 Example2 Solve: 5x *4:6 + 10x

Solution 4x-5-8x-7 Yoursolution
4x + (-Bx) - 5 - Bx 1(-Bx) - 7

-4x-5=-7
. -4x-5+5=-7+5

-4x = -2
(-])r-+"t = (-])r-zr

.1n=T

The solution is ]. oo
ri
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Example 3

Solution

Solve: 3x+4-5x=2-4x
3x+4-5x-2-4x

-2x + 4 =2 - 4x

-2x+4x*4=2-4x+4x2x+4=2
2x*4 +(-4) =2+(-4)

2x=-2
f,.2* = |r-zt

x' -1
The solution is -1.

Example4 Solve: 5x -10 - 3x:6-4x
Your solution

3.2 Obiective To solve an equation containing parentheses

When an equation contains parentheses, one of the steps in solving the equation

requires the use of the Distributive Property.

The Distributive Property is used to remove parenthe- a(b + c) = ab + ac

ses from a variable expression.

Solve: 4 *5(2x -3)=3(4x-1)
The goal is to rewrite the equation in the form variable = constant'

oo
I
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o
o

E
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c

Step 1 Use the Distributive Prop- 4 + 5(2x - 3) = 3(4x - 1) E

erty to remove parenthe- 4 + 10x - 15 - 12x - g 3

ses. Simplify. 10x-11=12x-3
Step 2 Add the opposite of the '10x * (-12x) - 11 = 12x + (-12x) - 3

variable term 12x to each
side of the equation. Sim-
plify. Now there is only
one variable term in the
equation.

Step 3 Add the opposite of the -2x - 11 + 11 - -3 + 11

-2x- 11 --3

-2x :8constant term -11 to
each side of the equation.
Simplify. Now there is onlY

one constant term in the
equation.

Step 4 Murtiply each side of the (-i)f-z-> = (-|)fal
equation bY the reciProcal v _ _{
of the coefficient -2.
Simplify, Now the equa-
tion is in the form
vartable = constant.

The solution is -4.
-4 checks as the solution.

Step 5 Write the solution.
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Example5 Solve: ' Example6 Solve:
. 3x-4(2-x)-3(x-2)-4 5x-4(3-2x)-2(3x-4+a

Solutlon 3x - 4(2 - x) - 3(x - 2) - 4 Your solutlon
t'-?r*-o;=il:?;'

tx + (-3x) - 8 : 3x + (-3x) - 1O

4x - I - -104x-8*B:-10+8
4x=_2

f,.+, = l.<-z>
1

2

The solution 
'. - l

Example 7 Solve: Example I Solve:
312 - 4(2x - 1)l = 4x - 10 -2[3x - 5(2x - 3)] = 3x - B

Solution 312 - 4(2x - 1)l = 4x - 10 Your solution
312-Bx+41-4x-10

3tO - 8xl: 4x - 10
18-24x-4x-10

18 - 24x + (-4x) - 4x * (-4x) - 10
18-28x=-10

1B + (-18) - 28x: -10 + (-18)
-28x = -28

fi.r-zan = -*.(-28)
X=1

' The solution is 1.
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problems

A lever system is shown at the
right. lt consists of a lever, or bar; a
fulcrum; and iwo forces, F., and Fr.
The distance d represents the
length of the lever, x represents the
distance from F,' to the fulcrum, and
d - x represents the distance from
F, to the fulcrum.

.(- fulcrum

tr,.1

A principle of physics states that when the lever system balances,

F.,. x : Fr. (d - x)
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Example 9 A lever is'15ft long. A force of Example 10 A lever is 25ft long. A force of

50 lb is apptied to one end of 45 Ib is applied to one end of

the lever and a force of 100 lb the lever and a force of 80 lb is
is applied to the other end. applied to the other end. What

Where is the fulcrum located is the location of the fulcrum

when the system balances? when the system balances?

Strategy To find the location of the ful- Your strategy
crum when the sYstem bal-
ances, replace the variables F,,
Fr, and d in the lever sYstem

equation bY the given values

and solve for x.

Solution F.,' x = Fr'(d - x) Your solution
50x: 100(15 - x)
50x - 1500 - 100x

50x + 100x:1500 - 100x + 100x
150x = 1500

1 .1 sox - L.tsoo1so '"'" - tso
x - 10

The fulcrum is 10 ft from the
50-pound force.

o
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3.1 Exercises
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Solve and check,

1.8x+5-4x+'13 2.6y+2:y+17 3.7m+4:6m+7

4.l1n*3=10n+11 5.5x-4=2x+5 6.9a-10=3a+2

7.12y-4-9y-7" 8.13b-1 -4b-19 9.15x-2:4x-13

1O.7a-5-2a-20 11,3x*1=11-2x 12.n-2-6-3n

13.2x-3--11 -2x 14.4y-2- -16-3y 15.2b*3:5b+12

16.m*4=3m+8 17.4x-7:5x+1 18.6d-2-:-7d+5

19.4y-8=y-B 2O.5a*7 =2a+7 21.6-5x=8-3x

22.10-4n=16-n 23.5+7x:11 +9x 24.3-2y-15+4y

25.2x-4-6x 26.2b-10=7b .27. Bm - 3m + 20

28.9y-5y+16 29.-3x-4-2x+6 30.-5a-3*2a+18

31.-Bn*3=-5n-6 32.-10x+4- -x-14 33.-x-4=-3x-16
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Solve and check.

34.8-4x =18-5x 35. 6-10a=8-9a 36. 5-7m-2-6m

37. 8b + 5 :5b +7 38.6y-1:2y+2 39. 7x-8-X-3

40. 10x-3=3x-1 41.5n+3-2n+1 42. Ba-2=4a-5

trl 43. B.7y - 3.9y + to.A
t-J

44. 4.5x + 6.03 = 2.7x 45. 5.6x = 7.2x - 3.92
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3.2 Exercises

Solve and check.

46. 5x + 2(x * '1) : 23

48. 9n - 3(2n - 1) - 15

50. 7a-(3a-4)=12

52. 2(3x + 1) - 4 - 16

47. 6y + 2(2y * 3) : '16

49. 12x - 2(4x - 6) : 28

51. 9m - 4(2m - 3) : 11

53. 4(2b+3)-9=.11

54. 5(3-2y)14y=3 55. 4(1 - 3x) + 7x :9
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UNIT 3 Solving Equations

Solve and check.

56. 10x+1=2(3x +5)-1 57. 5y-3:7 +4(y-2)

105

58. 4-3a-7 -2(2a+5) 59. 9*5x-12-(6x+7)

60. 2x - 5:3(4x + 5) 61.3n-7:5(2na7)

62. 5b+2(3b+1)=3b+5 63. x+3(4x-2):7x-1

64.3y-7=5(2y-3)++ 65. 2a-5-4(3a+1)-2

66. 5-(9-6x):2x-2 67.7-(5-8x)-4x+3

68. 312 - 4(y - 1)l = 3(2y + 8) 69. 512 -(2x - 4)l=2(5 -3x)

70. 3a + 212* 3(a - 1)l = 2(3a + 4) 71. 5 + 3[1 + 2(2x- 3)] = 6(x+ 5)

72. -214-(3b+2))=5 -2(3b+6) 73. -4lx-2(2x- 3)l +t -2x-3

m 74. 0.36x - 2(1.63x) - 8.03 : 3(1.96x - 4.14)
!-:J

75. 0.593 - 0.14(2.1y - 3.15) = 0.26(2.9y - 6.1)
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3.3 Application
Problerns

Solve.

Use the lever system equation Ft' x -- Fz

1. A lever is 25 ft long. A force of
26 lb is applied to one end of the
lever and a force ot 24 lb is aPPIied

to the other end. Find the location
of the fulcrum when the sYstem

balances.

'(d - x)

2. A lever is 14 ft long. A force of

40 lb is applied to one end of the
lever and a force of 30 lb is aPPlied

to the other end. Find the location
of the fulcrum when the sYstem

balances.

To determine the break-even point, or the number of units which must be sold so that
no profit or loss occurs, an economist uses the equation Px = Cx a F, where P is the
selling price per unit, x is the number of units sold, C is the cost to make each unit, and

F is the fixed cost.

3. A lever is 10 ft long. At a distance
of 8 ft from the fulcrum, a force of

100 lb is applied. How large a

force must be applied to the other
end of the lever so that the sYstem

will balance?

5, An economist has determined that
the selling price per unit {or a
power saw is $50. The cost to
make each unit is $32 and the
f ixed cost is $3600. Find the

break-even point.

An economist has determined that
the selling price for a single PoP-
corn popper is $30. The cost to
make each popper is $8. The
f ixed cost is $880. Find the
break-even point.

A business analyst has determined
that the cost to make a cassette
tape is $6 and that the fixed cost is
$1000, The selling price per unit
is $10. How many units must be
sold to break even?

4. A lever is 8 ft long. At a distance
of 7 Jt from the fulcrum, a force of
B0 lb is applied. How large a force
must be applied to the other end of
the lever so that the system will

balance?

6. A business analyst has determined
that the selling price per unit for a
sweater is $25. The cost to make
each unit is $10 and the fixed cost
is $1500. Find the break-even
point.

8. A Jinancial manager has deter-
mined that the selling price for a

single screen door is $48. The
cost to make one screen door is

$16. The fixed cost is $1600.
Find the break-even point.

10. A marketing analyst has deter-
mined that the cost to make a
small table is $7 and that the fixed
cost is $1500. The selling price
per unit is $19. How many units
must be sold to break even?
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SECTION 4 Translating Sentences into Equations

4.1 Objective To translate a sentence into an equation and solve
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An equation states thattwo mathematicalexpressions are equal. Therefore, to trans-
late a sentence into an equation requires recognition of the words or phrases which
mean "equals." Some of these phrases are listed below.

eouals I
Irsl

is equal to I translate to =
amounts to I

I

represents )

Once the sentence is translated into an equation, the equation can be solved by
rewriting the equation in the form variable : constant.

Translate "five less than a number is thirteen" into an equation and solve.

Step '1 Assign a variable to the unknown The unknown number: n
quantlty.

Step 2 Find two verbal expressions for the
same value.

Step 3 Write a mathematical expression for
each verbal expression. Write the
equals sign.

Step 4 Solve the equation. n - 5 * 5 : 13 + 5
tt 

- 
tv

The number is 18.

Five less than
a number

n-5 : 13

o{
ci
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E
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Example 1 Translate "three more than Example 2 Translate "four less than one

twice a number is the number third of a number equals five
plus six" into an equation and minus two thirds of the num-
solve. ber" into an equation and

solve.

Solution The unknown number: n Your solution

lil;;l r*-l
I than twice I is I number I

I a nrmoer I I 
pru. .i" 

I

2n+3-n+6
2n+(-n)*3=n+(-n)+6

n+3=6
n+3+(-3)=6+(-3)

D=3
The number is 3.
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Example 3 Translate "four times the sum Example 4 Translate "two times the differ-

of a number and three is six ence between a number and

less than twice the number" eight is equal to the sum of six

into an equation and solve. times the number and eight"
into an equation and solve.

Solutlon The unknown number: n Your solution

tF--,--ti';l f.i-r"*_l
I tne sum ot l. I tn"n I

I a number | 's I t*ice tne 
I

I and three I I number 
I

4(n+3)=2n-6
4n+12-2n-G

4n + (-2n) + 12 - 2n + (-2n) - 6

2n+12=-6
2n+12+(-12)--6+(-12)

2n = -18
l.zn : |t-r al

n=-9
The number is -9.

Example 5 The sum of two numbers is six- Example 6 The sum of two numbers is

teen. The difference between
tour times the smaller number
and two is two more than twice
the larger number. Find the
two numbers.

Solutlon The smaller number: n Your solution
The larger number: 16 - n

The differ-
ence between
four times
the smaller
and two

4n-2:2(16-n)+Z
4n-2=32-2n+2
4n-2=34-2n

4n+2n-2-34-2n+2n
6n-2=34

6n-2*2-34+2
6n-36

1.on = ].36bb

D = 6 16 - n = 10

The smaller number is 6.
The larger nurnber is .10.

twelve. The total of three times
the smaller number and six
amounts to seven less than the
product of four and the larger
number. Find the two numbers

ft-;;;
I tnun 

I

is I twice IItn' I

I targer 
I
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4.2 Objective To solve application problems
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Exampfe 7 The temperature of the sun on Example 8 A molecule of octane gas has 8
the Kelvin scale is 6500'. This
is 454' more than the temPera-
ture on the Fahrenheit scale.
Find the Fahrenheit temPera-
ture.

Strategy To find the Fahrenheit tempera- Your strategy
ture, write and solve an equa-
tion using F to represent the
Fahren heit temperature.

454o more than
Fahrenheit
temperature

carbon atoms. This represents
twice the number of carbon
atoms in a butane gas mole-
cule. Find the number of car-
bon atoms in a butane mole-
cule.

Your solution

6500=F+454
6500 + (-454) = F + 454 + (-454)

6046 = F

The Fahrenheit temperature of the
sun is 6046".

Example 9 The Fahrenheit temperature is Example 10 The Celsius temperature is

68.. This is 32. more than 3 20'. This is equal to $ of the

the Celsius temperature. Find difference between the Fahren-

the Celsius temperature. heit temperature and 32. Find

the Fahrenheit temPerature.

Strategy To find the Celsius temperature, Your strategy
- write and solve an equation

using C to rePresent the Cel-
sius temPerature.

32 degrees more

tran $ tne

Celsius
temperature

Your solution

68+(-32)=3C+32+(-32)

The Celsius temperature is 20"

Solution

I 

osoo 

I 

i.

sorution 
[--l

[:] 
'

68=:C+32

36=3C

$.so = 3.3"
20-c
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Example 11 Prrmary and secondary waves
are two types of waves which
occur after an earthquake. The
speed of a secondary wave is
B mi/s. This is I2 mils less
than twice the speed of a pri-
mary wave. Find the speed of
a primary wave.

Strategy To find the speed, write and
solve an equation using s to
represent the unknown speed,

Solution 12 mi/s less than
twice the speed
of a primary wave

Example 12 The length of a wire which pro-
duces a C note on a piano is
10 in. This represents 6 in. less

than I the lenoth of the wire

which produces an A note.
Find the length of the wire
which produces an A note.

Your strategy

Your solution

Example 14 A company makes 140 televi-
sions per day. Three times the
number of black and white TV's
made equals 20 less than the
number of color TV's made.
Find the number of color TV's
made each day.

Your strategy

Your solution

o

8+12
20

1.cnz'"
10

12

12+12

The speed is 10 mils

A board 20 ft long is cut into
two pieces. Five times the
length of the smaller piece is
two feet more than twice the
length of the longer piece.
Find the length of each piece.

To find the length of each
piece, write and solve an equa-
tion using x to represent the
length of the shorter piece and
20 - x to represent the length
of the longer piece.

20-x=14
The shorter piece is 6 ft.
The longer piece is 14 ft.

-)c-

=25
t^_
2

=S

Example 13

Strategy
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I the I . I more than l

I smatter I 's I twice ttre I

i pi""" | 'ong"' I

5x :2(20 - x) + 2

5x:40-2x+2
5x :42 - 2x

5x+2x-42-2x+2x
7x=42

I- L^. / v 
- 
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4.1 Exercises
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Translate into an equation and solve.

1. The sum of a number and twelve is
ten. Find the number.

3. Twothirds of a number is six.
Find the number.

5. Three times the sum of a number
and four is fifteen. Find the num-
ber,

7. The difference between twelve and
the product of five and a number
equals seven. Find the number.

9. The sum of three times a number
and the number is twelve. Find the
number.

11. The total of twice a number and
the sum of the number and three
equals fifteen. Find the number.

13. Fifteen is one less than the prod-

uct of four and a number. Find the
number.

2. The difference between a number
and five is two. Find the number.

4. The quotient of a number and
seven is the opposite of three.
Find the number.

6. Seven less than twice a number is

equal to eleven, Find the number.

8. The sum of six times a number and
five is the opposite of thirteen.
Find the number,

10. The difference between five times
a number and twice the number is

nine. Find the number.

12. The difference between twice a

number and three times the sum of
the number and three is equal to
fourteen.

14. Twenty is two minus the product of

six and a number. Find the num-
ber.
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Translate into an equation and solve.

15. Three times the sum of a numbei 16.
and two is fifteen. Find the num-
ber.

Five times the diflerence between
a number and four equals thirty.
Find the number.

17. Four times a number is.equal to
ten more than twice the number.
Find the number.

19. The sum of a number and four
equals eight less than the product
of three and the number. Find the
number.

2'1. Four times the difference between
three times a number and one is
equal to six more than iwice the
number, Find the number.

23. The sum of. two numbers is
twenty-five. Twice the larger num-
ber is three times the smaller num-
ber. Find the two numbers.

25. The sum of two numbers is ten.
The total of three times the smaller
number and one is equal to the dit
ference between twice the larger
number and four. Find the two
numbers.

27. The sum of two numbers is six-
teen. Twelve more than the larger
number is equal to the sum of Jour
times the smaller number and
three. Find the two numbers.

18. Twice a number is twenty less than
the product of seven and the num-
ber. Find the number.

20. A number minus three is equal to
the difJerence between six times
the number and eighteen. Find
the number.

22. Five times the sum of a number
and one equals four less than
twice the number. Find the num-
ber.

24. The sum of two numbers is thirty-
five. Four times the smaller num-
ber is three times the larger num-
ber. Find the two numbers.

26. The sum of two numbers is thir-
teen. The difference between four
times the larger number and five
equals the sum of five times the
smaller number and two. Find the
two numbers.

28. The sum of two numbers is
twenty-four. The difference be-
tween twice the larger number and
eleven equals the difference be-
tween four times the smaller num-
ber and seventeen, Find the two
numbers.
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4.2 Application
Problems

4.

6.5.

Write an equation and solve.

1. The retail selling price of a radio is

$52. This price is $23 more than
the cost of the radio. Find the cost
of the radio.

3. Due to depreciation, the value of a
car is now $3600. This is three-
fifths of its original value. Frnd the
original value,

An advertising agency spent three
times as much for television adver-
tising as it spent for radio advertis-
ing. The total advertising budget
for radio and television was

$36,000. How much was spent
for each?

During a holiday season a com-
pany employs 2100 people. There
are twice as many part-time em-
ployees as full-time employees.
How many part{ime employees
are employed during the holiday
season?

A ribose sugar molecule in RNA
contains oxygen, carbon, and
hydrogen atoms. The number of
oxygen atoms equals the number
of carbon atoms. There are twice
as many hydrogen atoms as car-
bon atoms. lf the iotal number of
atoms in the molecule is 20, find
the number of each type of atom.

The purchase price of a car, in-
cluding f inance charges, was

$9536. A down payment of $600
was made. The remainder was
paid in 48 equal monthly pay-

ments. Find the monthly pay-
ment. Round to the nearest cent.

2. The sale price of a raincoat is $45.
This is $19 less than the original
price. Find the original price.

An executive's salary is $60,000.
This is three times the executive's
salary fifteen years ago. Find the
executive's salary f ifteen years
ago.

An attorney spent 60 hours on two
cases. Four times as many hours
were spent on one case as on the
second case. Find the number of
hours spent on each case.

A management consultant esti-
mates that a company should have
seven times as many non-man-
agement employees as manage-
ment employees. Using this esti-
mate, how many management
employees should a company with
480 employees have?

A vitamin supplement contains
25 mg of three different B vita-
mins. The number of milligrams of

B-1 is twice the number of milli-
grams of 8-6. There are also twice
the number of milligrams of B-2 as

8-6. Find the number of milli-
grams of each B vitamin.

12. The total purchase price, including
finance charges, for a microwave
oven was $61 8. A down paYment

of $100 was made. The remainder
was paid in 12 equal monthlY PaY-
ments. Find the monthlY PaY'
ment. Round to the nearest cent.
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Write an equation and solve.

13. The pressure in the power stroke
of an engine is 570 lblin.2. This is
30lb/in.2 more than three times
the pressure in the comPression
stroke. Find the pressure in the

compression stroke.

15. The engine speed of a car is

2000 rpm (revolutions Per min-
ute). This is equal to 400 rPm less

than twice the drive shaft sPeed.
Find the drive shaft sPeed.

A plumbing repair bill was $155.
This included $80 for parts ano

$25 for each hour of labor. Find

the number of hours of labor.

The sum of the angles of a triangle
is 180'. The measure of the first
angle is 90". The measure of the
second angle is twice the measure
of the third angle. Find the meas-
ures of the second and third an-
gles.

A piano wire is 42 in. long. A
fourth cord can be produced by
dividing this wire into two parts so
that three times the length of the
longer piece is four times the
length of the shorter piece. Find
the length of each piece.

23. A board 12 ft long is cut into two
pieces. Three times the length of
the shorter piece is 1 ft more than
twice the longer piece. Find the
length of each piece.

It requires 540 Calories of heat to
produce 1 g of steam from boiling
water. This is 60 Calortes more
than 6 times the number of Calo-
ries required to make 1 g of water
from ice. How many Calories are
required to make 1 g of water from
ice?

The area of one Piston head in a
hydraulic lift is 50 in.2. This equals
2 in.2 more than four times the
area of a second Piston head.
Find the area of the second Piston
head.

An auto repair bill was $75. This
included $30 for parts and $15 for
each hour of labor. Find the num-
ber of hours of labor.

A cement patio slab is in the shaPe
of a rectangle. The length of the
slab is 20 ft. This is 4 ft more than
twice the width of the slab. Find
the width of the slab.

A piano wire is 36 in. long. A
major third chord can be pro-
duced by dividing this wire into
two parts so that four times the
length of the longer piece is five
times the length of the shorter
piece. Find the length of each
piece.

An investor deposits $10,000 into
two accounts. Two times the
larger deposit is equal to the differ-
ence between four times the
smaller deposit and $4000. Find
the amount deposited in each ac-
count.

14.
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Review/Test
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sECTloN 1 t.ta ls-2asotutionof 1.1b tsf asolutionofx2-3x-2x-6? 6x-7=3-gx?

1.2 Solve: x - 3 : -B 1.3 Sotve: ]x : -9

SECTION 2 2.1a Solve: 3x -S - -14 2.1b Solve: 7 - 4x: -13

2.2 A financial manager has determined that the cost per unit for a calculator is $15
and that the fixed costs per month are $2000. Find the number of calculators
produced during a month in which the total cost was $5000. Use the equation
T : U. N + F, where f isthe total cost, U is the cost per unit, N isthe number
of units produced, and F is the fixed costs,

SECTION 3 3.1a Solve: 3x-2-5x*B 3.1b Solve: 6-5x-5x+11

3.2a Solve:
5x-2(4x-3)=6x+9

3.2b Solve:
9-3(2x-5):12+5x
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Review/Test

3.3 A chemist mixes 100 g of water at B0'C with 50 g of water at 20"C. Use the
equation mt. (Tr - T) = mz. (T - Ir) to find the tinal temperature oJ the
water after mixing. m1 is the quantity of water at the hotter temperature, I., is
the temperature of the hotter waler, m2 is the quantity of water at the cooler
temperature, I, is the temperature of the cooler water, and T is the Jinal temper-
ature of the water after mixing.

SECTION 4 4.1a Translate "thedifference between threetimesa numberand fifteen istwenty-
seven" into an equation and solve.

4.1b Translate "the sum of five times a number and six equals the product of
number plus twelve and three" into an equation and solve.

4.1c The sum of two numbers is 1 B. The difference between four times the smaller
number and seven is equal to the sum of two times the larger number and {ive.
Find the two numbers.

4.2a A train travels between two cities in 26 h. This is 5 h more than the product of
three and the time required for a plane to fly between the two cities. Find the
number of hours required for the plane to fly between the two cities.

4.2b A board 1B ft long is cut into two pieces. Two feet less than the product of five
and the length of the smaller piece is equal to the difference between three
times the length of the longer piece and eight. Find the length of each piece.
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or

a)3 b)-3 a)i b)i
c)l d)-1 c)* d)+

1.2 Solve: x-4=.9
a) '13 b) - 13
c)5 d)-5

1.3 Solve: fx = -15
a) -75 b) -5c) -15 d) -25
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SECTION 2 2.1a Solve: 7x -8 - -29 2.1b Solve: 13 - 9x - -14
a)3 b) -3 a)3 b) -3
c) 5 d) -4 c) + d) -+

2.2 A business manager has determined that the cost per unit for a camera is $90

and that the fixed costs per month are $3500. Find the number of cameras that

are produced during a month in which the total cost was $21,500. Use the

equation T - lJ.N + F, whereristhetotalcost, Uisthecostperunit, Nisthe
number of units produced, and F is the fixed cost.

a) 150 b) 200
c) 250 d) 300

SECTION 3 3.1a Solve: 5x-8-'12x+13 3'1b Solve: 11-4x-2x+B
a) 4 b)-2 a)-3* b)+

c)3 d) -3 c) 2 O 9

3.2a Solve: 3'2b Solve:

8x-3(4x-5)= -2x-11 6-2(5x-B):3x-4
a) -2 b)5 a) -1 b)2
c) -7 d) 13 c) -3 d) 4
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3.3 A chemist mixes 300 g of water at 75 "C with 1 00 g of water at 'l 5'C. Use the
- equation m, .(T., - T) : m".(f - Ir) to find the final temperalure of the

waler. m., is the quantity of water at the hotter temperature, I, is the tempera-
ture of thb hotter waler, m2 is the quantity of water at the cooler temperature, I,
is the temperature of the cooler water, and f is the final temperature of the
water after mixing.

SECTION 4 4.1a Translate "the difference between twelve and the product of five and a number
is negative eighteen" into an equation and solve.
a)5 b)6
c)7 d) 8

4.1b Translate "the sum of six times a number and thirteen is five less than
product of three and the number" into an equation and solve.

a) 40"C
c) 60"C

a) -6c)6

a) 300 ft2
c) 400 f12

b) 50"c
d) 30"c

b)7
d) -7
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4.1cr The sum of two numbers is fifteen. The sum of five times the smaller number
and eight equals five less than the product of three and the larger number. Find
the two numbers.
a) 4and'11 b) 5and10
c) 6and9 d) TandB

4.2a f he area of the cement foundation for a house is 2000 ft2. This is 200 ft2 more
tjhan the product of four and the area of the cement foundation of the garage.
Find the area of the garage cement foundation.

b) 350 ft2
d) 450 f12

4.2b A board 16 ft long is cut into two pieces. Four feet more than tne proJict ot
three and the length of the shorter piece is equal to three feet less than twice
the length of the longer piece. Find the length of each piece.
a) 4 ft and 12 ft
c) 6 ft and 10 ft

b) 5 ft and 11 ft
d) Tftand9ft


